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Abstract The ‘Chinese dream’ sums up China’s goals in the twenty-first century. Since its first appearance in 2012, the concept of the Chinese dream has been the core of Xi Jinping’s “new thoughts, new ideas and new arguments”. At the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China it was elevated as one of the guiding principles of ‘Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era’, which represents the latest effort towards the Sinicization of Marxism. This paper aims at casting light on whether the discourse on the Chinese dream carries new contents or is based on old concepts ‘camouflaged’ as new. To do so, it will analyse the ideological implications of those ‘creative metaphors’ that compose the discursive mosaic of the Chinese dream as used by Xi Jinping in his political speeches. Drawing on the studies on conceptual metaphors and frame analysis, this study analyses those metaphorical expressions that are purposely outlined in the transcription of the speeches with the aim of signaling the originality of “Xi’s language style”. The final aim is to provide insight into what these ‘creative metaphors’ are doing in contemporary China. Results show that ‘creative metaphors’ in the discourse on the Chinese dream are meant to set the agenda on revitalising morality within the Party as well as ‘unifying’ values in today’s Chinese society, and most of them are far from being new in Chinese political discourse.
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1 Introduction

The concept of Zhōngguó mèng 中国梦 ‘Chinese dream’ – or ‘China dream’¹ – sums up the Party-state’s goal for China in the twenty-first century, while signaling a departure from previous political slogans and concepts: the concept of the Chinese dream not only represents the last manifestation of yù shí jù jìn 与时俱进 ‘keep abreast of the time’ by the Chinese political discourse (Chen Rudong 2017), but also offers a very optimistic image for the future of the country (Scarpari 2015, Lavagnino 2017).² Indeed, the current generation of Chinese leaders led by Xi Jinping chose the metaphor of the dream as a novel way to revitalize an old goal pursued by China since Sun Yat-sen (1866-1925), i.e. Zhōnghuá mínzú wěidà fùxīng 中华民族伟大复兴 the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’.³

In the big metaphorical “metanarrative” (Fasulo 2016, 13) of the Chinese dream, other metaphors have been put forward by Xi to shape China’s past, frame the present and project the nation towards its future. This paper concerns the use of creative metaphors as a means of setting the agenda, defining issues and framing social reality in today’s China. From this perspective, metaphors have the potential of ‘doing things’, echoing Schoenhals’ (1992) seminal work, Doing Things with Words in Chinese Politics: Five Studies. In his study, the Swedish scholar analyzes tífǎ 提法 (formalized political expressions) as “perlocutionary acts” (Schoenhals 1992, 5) and therefore as a form of power in China. By doing so, Schoenhals sheds light on the role of language in the process of ideological creation and imposition.

This paper follows in the footsteps of Schoenhals’s (1992) study and attempts at contributing to the research on actions performed by linguistic acts as constitutive of ‘agency in and of language’ (Duranti 2004) in Chinese official discourse. Drawing upon the notion of frames (Goffman

¹ The official translations opt for ‘Chinese dream’ in order to provide the nuance that this is a goal pursued by the Chinese people rather than by the Party-state alone. However, ‘Chinese dream’ sounds like an imitation of the ‘American dream’, in Chinese Měiguó mèng 美国梦. This study decides upon ‘Chinese dream’, because it agrees with Fumian (2013) in seeing the Chinese dream as an attempt to borrow “the language of the other superpower in order to look similar and at the same time different to its new superpartner”.

² This article is a revised version of a paper presented at the Doctoral Seminar Inerzia e Solerzia del Testo (5-6 December 2017, Ca’ Foscari University, Venice). I would like to thank Prof. Patrick Heinrich for his observations and suggestions. Special thanks also to Prof. Fiorenzo Lafirenza, Prof. Maurizio Scarpari, Prof. Pohl Karl-Heinz, Prof. Sean Golden, as well as the anonymous reviewers for their comments on the first draft of the paper.

³ As Yan Xuetong – cited in Callahan (2014) – explains, “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” has been employed by previous Chinese leaders in order to mark the beginning of a new historical era. However, Xi Jinping’s concept of rejuvenation is different in that he points out people can achieve this goal within their lifetime.
1974) and conceptual metaphors (Lakoff, Johnson 2003), this study will analyze the use of ‘creative metaphors’ in contemporary Chinese political discourse and their ideological implications in today’s China. In other words, the aim of this research is to examine the use of metaphors deemed as ‘new’ and that are meant to underpin the discourse on national rejuvenation for ‘a new era’. The final objective is to cast light on whether they convey new thoughts or are merely another way of “manipulating the form rather than the content of discourse” (Schoenhals 1992, 21).

2 Background: Xi Jinping’s Power and His Political Communication

In October 2017 Xi Jinping xīn shídài Zhōngguó tèshè huìzhūyì sīxiǎng 习近平新时代中国特色社会主义思想 ‘Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era’, abbreviated as Xi Jinping sīxiǎng 习近平思想 ‘Xi Jinping Thought’, was officially enshrined in the Pantheon of Chinese political ideology. One year before, in October 2016, Xi was elevated to héxīn 核心 the ‘core’ of the collective leadership and, soon after putting forward his ‘thought’, Xi has been labelled lǐngxiù 领袖 ‘leader’, which means more than just a leader. It is often bestowed to a leader who enjoys the highest prestige, who is the most capable and who is widely recognized by the entire Party. (Bai Tiantian 2018)

Much has been written about the political power acquired by Xi Jinping due to his ideological contribution entering into the Party’s Constitution, alongside Marxism-Leninism, Mao Zedong Thought, Deng Xiaoping Theory, ‘The important thought of the Three Represents’ and the ‘Scientific Outlook on Development’ (Miranda 2017; Buzzetti, Spalletta 2017; Wo-Lap Lam 2017). Before Xi, only Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping had their names written in the Party’s constitution, and only the Great Helmsman saw his ‘thought’ written in the constitution while he was still in power. Therefore, ‘Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era’ marks a departure from the previous political procedure and Xi Jinping stands out for the great accumulation of power in his hands.

This power paves the way for Xi to stay in office indefinitely. The Central Committee of the CPC asked for an amendment of the country’s constitution, which was to remove the limit of serving a maximum of two terms (Xinhua 2018a) and that was set up in 1982. Therefore, it is likely that Xi

4 Concretely speaking, being a core leader does not imply anything. Symbolically, however, it has much importance, at least within the Party. Xi Jinping’s predecessor, Hu Jintao, did not enjoy the same prestigious status.
will keep his leading role even after 2023, the year settled on for the end of his mandate.

This status of ‘primus super pares’ – as opposed to ‘primus inter pares’ – was achieved through five years of strong anti-corruption and ‘mass line’ campaigns, a massive concentration of power held over the party, the state and the military fields, enforcement of discipline among Party’s members at all levels, as well as a revival of ideological control over the academia, the communications media and the social media. All this has been accompanied by populist propaganda work focusing on Xi Jinping’s skills in political communication, aiming at highlighting Xi Jinping’s ability to shape China’s  


guójiā xíngxiàng  

‘national image’ (Li Weihong 2017, 40).

Xi Jinping’s speeches delivered both at home and abroad are described as having a jí qiáng de huàyǔ lì  

‘strong discursive force’ (Liu Jin 2013, 569) and have been the object of many newspaper articles, academic papers as well as books.5 Xí shì yǔyán  

‘Xi’s language style’ has been described as having a yōuliáng wénfēng  

‘refined speech style’ (Ma Zhong, Li Shuanggen 2014), a Zhōngguó wèi  

‘Chinese taste’ (Dong Weiwu, Cheng Yin 2014, 10) as well as being kǒuyǔ huà, jiēdì  

‘colloquial and down-to-earth’ (Zhang Haifa, Hu Zhong-bing 2014) and, therefore, a fānběn  

‘model’ for officials and cadres at all levels (Yao Lijun, Li Chunmei 2016).

Entire volumes have been dedicated to gathering the rhetorical devices most used by Xi. Two volumes edited by Renmin ribao pinglun bu are devoted to Xi Jinping’s literary references (2015; 2018a) and another to anecdotes (2017). For this latter volume, a version has also been published for kids (2018b).

Moreover, Chen Xixi (2014) compiled twenty-five metaphors, twenty popular sayings and seventy quotations from the Chinese classical literature used by Xi in speeches delivered in the aftermath of the eighteenth Party’s National Congress until May 2014 in both domestic and international contexts. Surfing the wave of the success of this book, as stated in the editorial notes (Liu Zhihui 2017, 1), Liu Zhihui collected twenty metaphors, nineteen popular sayings and twenty quotations from Chinese classics, employed by Xi in those speeches dealing with guófáng  

‘national defense’ and jūnduì  

‘armed forces’. In addition to these books, drawing upon the chéngyǔ  

‘plain and simple’ – in the title of Chen Xixi (2014) and Liu Zhihui (2017), Xinhua

---

5 It is worth noting that in the cross hairs of the Party’s propaganda are not merely the so-called popular masses, but also the academia. As a matter of fact, the study of Xi Jinping’s speeches has been a well-founded field of research since 2013 (Huang 2014) and continues to be a pillar of propaganda work even after the nineteenth Party Congress with the creation, in universities, of special research centers devoted to Xi Jinping Thought (Bandurski 2017).
dedicates a section of its website to Xi Jinping’s language and rhetorical devices, including metaphors, calling it píngyǔ jìn rén 评语近人 ‘comments close to people’. For instance, just before the liǎnhuì 两会 ‘two sessions’ held in March 2018 – National People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference – the news agency Xinhua had published an article collecting the metaphors employed by Xi in his speeches at the ‘two sessions’ that had been held over the past five years (Xinhua 2018b). The same metaphors are then translated into English and arranged in a colourful slide-show by China Daily, in its section called “Xi’s Moments” (China Daily 2018).

The use of metaphors is not limited to domestic politics but involves China’s foreign policy as well. Many metaphors have been put forward to shape the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI): an editorial by People’s Daily selects ten metaphors used by Xi to outline the principles guiding the project (Renmin wang 2017).

In conclusion, Xi Jinping’s political communication has been defined as a xīn de guānhuà 新的官话 ‘new official language’ in contrast to the kōnghuà, tàohuà, fèihuà 空话、套话、废话 ‘empty talks, formulaic language and superfluous words’ that characterize the old kind of official language (Gao Shan 2015). In other words, it seems that Xi Jinping is closing the rift between ‘ganbunese’ and ‘baixingese’, using Thøgersen’s (2006) labels for political language and the code spoken by common people respectively. The rift between official language and the one of everyday life is by no means a feature of the Chinese context, since it can be found all over the world. What is interesting here is that Xi’s ‘new’ kind of political communication is deemed to be the key index of Xi Jinping’s xīn sīxiǎng, xīn guāndiǎn, xīn lùnduàn 新思想、新观点、新论断 ‘new thoughts, new ideas, new arguments’ (Peng Longfu 2015). The great importance attached to these publications focusing on Xi Jinping’s communication skills or gathering of his speeches was upheld by the fact that all these books and volumes occupied the shelves of many bookstores in Beijing for the nineteenth Party’s National Congress held in October 2017 (Wang Zhen 2017).

3 Why Metaphors Matter: Metaphors as Framing Devices

Metaphors are a hub where many fields of research cross with each other: many authors in the fields of philosophy, rhetoric, linguistics, aesthetics, semiotics, psychology, etc. have written about metaphors. In recent years, a new wave of interest in metaphors has arisen especially in the aftermath of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff, Johnson 2003), whose basic claims can be summed up as follows: a) the pervasiveness of metaphors in human language and thoughts; b) the cognitive nature of metaphors, i.e. metaphors structure our thoughts, helping us grasp abstract matters.
by means of familiar and accessible concepts based on bodily experience. Metaphors are therefore defined as the interaction between two conceptual domains. That is, an object, an event or an issue – the “target domain” in Lakoff and Johnson and the “tenor” in Richards (1936) – is another object, event, or issue – the “source domain” (Lakoff, Johnson) and the “vehicle” (Richards).

Setting aside the debate on the cognitive function of metaphors, what this paper is interested in is the pragmatic view on metaphors, that is how metaphors “achieve particular communication goals” (Charteris-Black 2004, 247). In other words, the focus is on how metaphors can do things in social and political reality.

Metaphors imply not only a semantic mapping between the two entities, but also evaluative connotations attached to the tenor – the “direct application” in Ottati et al. (2013, 189) and the 修辞功能 ‘rhetorical function’ in Chen Rudong (2014, 195). In other words, vehicles carrying positive connotations raise positive evaluations of the tenor; whereas negative vehicles yield the opposite effect. So, for instance, during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) when human beings were labelled as animals, they were also treated accordingly. As Lu Xing explains:

> by using terms, such as ‘parasites’, ‘blood suckers’, ‘vermin’, etc., China’s class enemies were treated as less than human, and the extreme measures taken against them were deemed morally justified. (2004, 69)

However, it is worth pointing out that sometimes the ‘direct effect’ is not so ‘direct’:

> direct application does not necessarily produce an effect on attitudes toward the communication target that is congruent with the overall valence of the metaphor source (vehicle). (Ottati et al. 2013, 189)

It is possible that only some of the features of the vehicle are attached to the tenor. To explain this, Ottati et al. (2013) provide the example of the metaphor “government is a baby” (190) claimed by the American President Reagan. In this metaphor, only the negative features of babies are attributed to the government, even though the general evaluation of babies is positive.

A second important implication is that metaphors foreground some features of a perceived reality, obscuring others. This is called the “highlighting and hiding” in Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 22-5) and the “selective

---

6 Richards’ view on metaphors and the metaphorical nature of thought is linked to his understanding of cognitive processes, which allow to refer to a category or a class by moving from a set of features of an individual and specific phenomenon.
processing” in Ottati et al. (2013, 190-2). This principle was applied to political communication by Edelman even before the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, in his oft-cited passage:

> each metaphor intensifies selected perceptions and ignores others, thereby helping one to concentrate upon desired consequences of favored public policies and helping one to ignore their unwanted, unthinkable, or irrelevant premises and aftermaths. Each metaphor can be a subtle way of highlighting what one wants to believe and avoiding what one does not wish to face. (Edelman 1971, 67)

In line with the Metaphorical Framing Model proposed by Ottati et al. (2003) – though never quoting any of Ottati’s works – Burgers et al. (2016) offer an integration of the literature on figurative language from the field of cognitive linguistics with the communication-scientific literature on framing. The authors rightly point out that, by considering the conceptual nature of figurative language, metaphors fulfil one or more of the important functions of framing in communication as distinguished by Entman (1993). Indeed, drawing on Goffman’s (1974) notion of frame, Entman suggests that

> to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described. (Entman 1993, 52; emphasis in the original)

Commenting on frame analysis conducted by some scholars in the aftermath of Entman’s contribution, Reese (2007) replies that many works that label their approaches as frame analysis on media texts are actually content analysis, overlooking that “it is precisely the way that certain attributes come to be associated with particular issues that should concern framing analysis” (Reese 2007, 152; emphasis in the original). In response to this, the present paper, in agreement with Burgers et al. (2016), sees metaphors as framing devices⁷ and suggests that the analysis of figurative language can help to shed light on the way that some features are attached to specific events and issues. In particular, the present paper seeks to delve into the ideological implications of the creative metaphors

---

⁷ Burgers et al. (2016) suggest that metaphors are both framing and reasoning devices. However, in light of the definition of frames and framing in the literature, such as the one above provided by Entman, it is clear that the notion of frame contains in itself the nuance of reasoning. Therefore, Burgers et al. (2006), while being right in integrating the two approaches, seem to overlook the role of frames in discourse.
used by Xi Jinping in the context of his speeches delivered at home that apparently manifest Xi Jinping’s new political communication.

4 Case Studies and Method

The data to be analysed is a corpus of Xi Jinping’s political speeches collected in the volumes *Xí Jìnpíng tán zhìguó lǐ zhèng* 习近平谈治国理政 *The Governance of China* (Xi Jinping 2014a, 2014b) and *Xí Jìnpíng tán zhìguó lǐ zhèng dì èr juǎn* 习近平谈治国理政第二卷 *The Governance of China II* (Xi Jinping 2017a, 2017b). The former volume gathers Xi’s talks and writings addressed between 15 November 2012 and 13 June 2014, while the latter those from August 2014 to September 2017. Among all the speeches collected in these two volumes, this study focuses on those contained in the chapters on “Socialism with Chinese characteristics”, “The Chinese dream” and “Culturally advanced China” in *The Governance of China* (Xi Jinping 2014b), and “Socialism with Chinese characteristics and the Chinese dream” and “Cultural confidence” in *The Governance of China II* (Xi Jinping 2017b).

The choice of focusing on the talks and writings contained in these chapters has been made for two reasons. The first one concerns the concept of the Chinese dream and the structures of the two volumes. Indeed, while in the first volume, this concept was treated separately from the political ideology defined as Socialism with Chinese Characteristics in the second volume (Xi Jinping 2017b) it was reframed and linked to the political ideology that guides the country. This is the reason why both chapters in the first volume were included for the analysis of the use of creative metaphors in relation to the discourse on the Chinese dream.

The second reason is tightly bound to the role that Chinese culture has acquired in contemporary China since Xi took the reins of the Party and the Country (Scarpari 2015, Ambrogio 2017). The key part played by traditional culture in the discourse on the Chinese dream is clear from the title of the chapter devoted to Chinese culture. Indeed, the title *jiànshè shèhuì zhǔyì wénhuà qiángguó* 建设社会主义文化强国 (Building a Strong Socialist Cultural Nation) (Xi Jinping 2014a, 155) recalls the need to enhance the cultural soft power of the country as a must for realizing the dream of a ‘strong nation’. In the work report pronounced in October on the occasion of the nineteenth Party Congress, Xi once again emphasizes the tight bond

---

8 For the English translations, the official translations in Xi Jinping (2014b, 2017b) will be used including also the title of these two volumes. When the source of the English translation is not indicated, translations are by the Author.
between what is defined as the fourth self-confidence, i.e. 文化自信 ‘cultural confidence’, and the realization of the ‘great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation’:

文化兴国运兴, 文化强民族强。没有高度的文化自信, 没有文化的繁荣兴盛, 就没有中华民族伟大复兴。 (Xi Jinping 2017c)

Our country will thrive only if our culture thrives, and our nation will be strong only if our culture is strong. Without full confidence in our culture, without a rich and prosperous culture, the Chinese nation will not be able to rejuvenate itself.

Therefore, it could be argued that the discourse on revitalizing the role of culture in China is of particular importance within the metanarrative on the Chinese dream of great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Based on this consideration, this study takes the talks and writings contained in the above-mentioned chapters as case studies for the analysis of how creative metaphors in the discourse on the Chinese dream are ideologically creative.

Before commenting on the methodology, it is worth noting that the speeches and writings included in these chapters are mainly delivered in domestic contexts but are not limited to a single and specific audience. This has two implications: first, the Chinese dream works as a metanarrative mainly for the domestic context. Indeed, although Xi Jinping has promoted international versions of the Chinese dream, such as an 亚洲梦 ‘Asian dream’, a 亚太梦 ‘Asia-Pacific dream’ as well as a 世界梦 ‘World dream’, the Chinese discourse abroad is mainly dominated by the one on the 一带一路 ‘One Belt, One Road’ – recently renamed ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ –, which nonetheless share many common ideological assumptions with the discourse on the Chinese dream held at home. Second, the fact of not having a specific audience for the speeches dealing with the Chinese dream underpins the role of the discourse on the Chinese dream as a metanarrative, functioning for both the Party and Chinese civil society.

Regarding the method, in general, for the individuation of both conventional and creative metaphors, the criterion of incongruity is useful (Lu, Ahrens 2008). That is, the incongruity between the literal sense of an expression and the context when it occurs guides the individuation of metaphorical expressions. This criterion can be applied for both conventional and creative metaphors, i.e. respectively those that are no longer

---

9 Initially, there were three ‘confidences’ – 道路自信 (confidence in our road), 理论自信 (confidence in our theories) and 制度自信 (confidence in our institutions). The fourth confidence was added later by Xi (Feng Pengzhi 2016).
perceived as metaphorical expressions and those metaphors that require more mental processing to be understood (Goatly 2007, 22). Specifically, for creative metaphors, Müller (2005) distinguishes six strategies for using them in political speeches and, among these strategies, “make the audience aware of a metaphor” (59) by markers and hedges is the one chosen in this paper for the individuation of Xi Jinping’s creative metaphors. Indeed, in the original texts creative metaphors are usually closed by inverted commas to highlight their originality. The present research aims at pointing out whether these expressions can be considered to be original. To do so, the phase of analysis consists of three steps: 1) classifying metaphors into cognitive frames as their source domains; 2) understanding whether the metaphors can be considered as new or not; 3) pinpointing their discursive function by placing them in relation to the wider discursive landscape shaped by the goal of realizing the Chinese dream.

5 Creative Metaphors in the Political Speeches of Xi Jinping: Framing Values

In all the speeches analysed, a total amount of twenty-two creative metaphors have been found. Although these metaphors are employed in different contexts, there is a common thread linking all of them, except for one. This common thread is the goal of setting the agenda on the need to revitalize the role of political ideology and morality among the members of the Communist Party of China (CPC) and ‘unifying’ values in Chinese society. Only the expression niúbízi 牛鼻子 (Xi Jinping 2017a, 23) literally meaning ‘the nose of an ox’ is used in relation to the necessity of attending to general plans while solving crucial specific problems. Whereas all the other metaphors are meant to stress the need for solid moral foundations shared by the various parts of the Chinese society.

Nonetheless, these metaphors pursue this goal in different ways. For the analysis, it is useful to draw upon the framing functions pointed out by Entman (1993): problem definitions, causal interpretations, evaluations and remedies. Problem definitions and evaluations are treated together, because metaphors themselves carry evaluations, while causal interpretations are skipped by Xi’s use of creative metaphors. In the following pages representative examples are illustrated and explained.
5.1 Problem Definitions and Evaluations

Given the role of boosting common values through these creative metaphors, it is not surprising that many of them belong to metaphorical associations that structure the discourse on the ongoing anti-corruption campaign. In their study on a corpus of twenty-one official documents, including some of Xi’s speeches, party statements and newspaper reports, Jing-Schmidt and Peng (2017) identify four main conceptual metaphors framing the discourse on corruption under Xi Jinping. These are: ‘corruption is disease’, ‘corruption is vermin’, ‘corruption is a weed’ and ‘corruption is slovenly’. No one of these metaphors is new in Chinese political discourse. All of them can be trace back to the Maoist era. Many creative metaphors individuated in Xi Jinping’s speeches belong to these metaphorical associations. For instance, starting with the most famous catch phrase in Xi’s anticorruption discourse, i.e. 老虎苍蝇一起打 ‘catching both tigers and flies’, the metaphors 老虎 ‘tigers’ and 苍蝇 ‘flies’, for corrupt powerful officials and corrupt local cadres respectively, belong to ‘corruption is vermin’. Animals in general carried negative connotations in Chinese official discourse during the Mao years (Link 2013, 269) and some of them still do as is the case of tigers and flies. In particular, the metaphor of ‘tigers’ in the discourse on anticorruption in China is nothing new: for the two anticorruption movements known as Three-Anti Campaign and Five-Anti Campaign launched in 1951, those accused of corruption were called ‘tigers’ (Lu 2017, 194).

In addition, three creative metaphors belong to the domain of disease: 缺钙 ‘lack of calcium’; 软骨病 ‘osteomalacia’ and 肌无力 ‘myasthenia’. For the disease metaphors, the expressions ‘lack of calcium’ and ‘osteomalacia’ were indeed used by Xi for the first time in relation to party members in his speech at the first group study session of the Political Bureau of the eighteenth CPC Central Committee:

对马克思主义的信仰，对社会主义和共产主义的信念，是共产党人的政治灵魂，是共产党人经受住任何考验的精神支柱。形象地说，理想信念就是共产党人精神上的‘钙’，没有理想信念，理想信念不坚定，精神上就会‘缺钙’，就会得‘软骨病’ (Xi Jinping 2014a, 15)

Belief in Marxism and faith in socialism and communism are the political soul of communists, and the spiritual pillar enabling them to withstand all tests. Put figuratively, the ideals and convictions of Communists are the ‘marrow’ of their faith. Without, or with weak, ideals or convictions, they would be ‘deprived of their marrow’ and suffer from ‘osteomalacia’.

10 See Jing-Schmidt and Peng (2017, 12) for the explanation of the Maoist origin of the metaphor ‘corruption is disease’; Lu (2017, 193-8) for Maoist legacy in Xi Jinping’s rhetoric; Link (2013) for the use of health (254) and animal metaphors (269).
As Jing-Schmidt and Peng (2017) point out, the disease metaphor lies on the well-established metaphor of the body politics, according to which ‘an institution is a human body’. This metaphor helps to conceive state institutions and political parties as one single body. The metaphor of the body politics is by no means Chinese specific – Musolff (2004) states for the political discourse in Europe that it has “a long tradition in political discourse and thought” (83). To prove the persistence of the body politics in Chinese discourse, in the excerpt above, besides the metaphorical expressions marked by inverted commas, also línghún 灵魂 ‘soul’ belongs to the same domain stressing the spiritual dimension of this body politics.

The disease metaphor in its use of framing the need for reaffirming values is not only addressed to party’s members, but also to other parts of the society. Indeed, the expression ‘lack of calcium’ appears again in Xi’s speech addressed to students on the anniversary of the May Fourth Movement (Xi Jinping 2014a, 50). In addition, jī wúlì 肌无力 ‘myasthenia’, belonging to the disease domain too, is employed to emphasize the ‘Chinese characteristics’ that social sciences and philosophy need to have. In his speech at the Seminar on Philosophy and Social Sciences held on 17 May 2016, Xi Jinping stressed the need for academia to “put forward subjective, original theories and views on the basis of studying Chinese conditions, and structure disciplinary, academic and discourse system with our own features” (Xi Jinping 2017b, 370). Being ‘subjective’ and ‘original’ here stands for foreign theories, especially European or America. In other words, it is less a matter of originality, and more the need to abide by those ‘Chinese characteristics’ defined by the Party-state. The discourse on ‘Chinese characteristics’ for the academia and intellectuals corresponds to the other side of the coin, which sees the war against ‘western values’ worsening under Xi Jinping. Against this backdrop, it is not surprising that the disease metaphors, specified in the expression ‘myasthenia’, are used in relation to the need for ‘innovative theories’, or better said, theories with ‘Chinese characteristics’, in the academia:

如果没有及时研究、提出、运用新思想、新理论、新办法，理论就会苍白无力，社会科学就会‘肌无力’。 (Xi Jinping 2017a, 342)

Without the creation and application of new thoughts, concepts and methods through timely study, theories will be impotent in the face of reality, and philosophy and social sciences will suffer from ‘myasthenia’.

The ideological weight of the disease metaphors in official discourse lies in three main implications. The first one is the direct effect of metaphors (Ottati et al. 2013), that is the negative connotations of a disease are directly attached to an issue, in this case the lack of morality within the party and the society. Second, the disease metaphors also come in very
handy in hiding the cause of this issue. Indeed, while the lack of ideals and convictions are taken for granted as being the cause of a possible disease, no mention has been made of what causes this lack of morality. This is precisely because a debate for possible causes of the lack of common values in contemporary Chinese society may flow into a bigger discussion on the legitimacy of market-oriented reforms in a country led by a communist party. A third ideological implication of the disease metaphor is suggested by Fairclough (1989, 120): “disease metaphors [...] tend to take dominant interests to be the interests of society as a whole, and construe expressions of non-dominant interests as undermining society per se”.

In this case, non-dominant interests are all those that do not belong to the Party-state led by Xi. Moreover, as was the case of animal metaphors, disease metaphors are by no means new in Chinese official discourse (Lu 2017, 195-6; Link 2013, 254-5).

However, the three ideological implications effective for disease metaphors cannot be applied to the metaphor sīrén jùlèbù ‘private club’ employed by Xi on 13 February 2017, at a study session on implementing the decision of the Sixth Plenary Session of the Eighteenth CPC Central Committee, which was attended by officials at the provincial and ministerial levels. In reaffirming the guiding role of the CPC Central Committee, Xi says:

> 如果党中央没有权威 […] 党就会变成一盘散沙，就会成为自行其是的‘私人俱乐部’，党的领导就会成为一句空话。(Xi Jinping 2017a, 21)

If the CPC Central Committee had no authority [...] the Party would have become fragmented and become a ‘private club’, turning the Party’s leadership into empty voices. (Xi Jinping 2017b, 20-1)

‘Private clubs’ have no negative connotations per se. It acquires a negative tone within the context of discourse. Put differently, it is the metaphorical association between a political dǎng ‘party’ that is called gòngchǎn ‘public’ and a sīrén jùlèbù ‘private club’. The opposition between the gòng 共 ‘public’ and sī 私 ‘private’ has a long history in China and the preference for the former over the latter is a cardinal principle in Confucianism (Cui 2007).\footnote{I would like to thank Prof. Sean Golden for these points.} Therefore, here the negativity arises from, first, the association in and of itself, that is the one between a ‘private club’ and a communist party, and second from the unity-disunity duality. This second can be explained as follows: if the Party is a ‘private club’, it is separated from the rest of the community, which in turn would not listen to his commands. This unity-disunity duality is enhanced by the idiom yī...
pán sǎn shā 一盘散沙 ‘a sheet of loose sand’, which recalls Sun Yat-sen’s famous passage:

the Chinese people have only family and clan groups, there is no national spirit. Consequently, in spite of four hundred million people gathered together in one China, we are in fact but a sheet of loose sand. We are the poorest and weakest state in the world. (Sun Yat-sen cited in Wells 2001, 23)

Being a ‘sheet of loose sand’ made China at that time the subject of foreign imperialism. Therefore, this chengyu unavoidably triggers a negative evaluation.

In this case the link between restoring discipline and values within the Party and the metaphor may appear not as direct as it was for the other metaphors discussed above. However, to understand the deep implications of this metaphor, it needs to be considered in light of the process of regaining legitimacy that the anticorruption campaign has. Indeed, only if the Party is strong and united internally can it exercise power over the society. This meaning is conveyed by Xi also in 2015 at the fourth Plenary session of the eighteenth CPC Central Committee:

不全面从严治党，党就做不到‘打铁还需自身硬’，也就难以发挥领导核心作用。（Xi Jinping 2017a, 24）

Without strengthening Party’s discipline, the Party will not be ‘a good blacksmith to forge good tools’, and it will be difficult for the Party to play its role as the core of the leadership. (Xi Jinping 2017b, 24)

5.2 Remedies

Remedies consist first of all in boosting the shèhuì zhǔyì héxīn jiàzhíguān 社会主义核心价值观 ‘core socialist values’. Indeed, the expression kòu kòuzi 扣扣子 ‘do up the buttons’ is employed in the speech at the seminar with students and professors of Peking University on 4 May 2014, in which Xi dedicates ample space to the promotion of these ‘core values’. This expression ‘do up the buttons’ can be connected to the slovenly metaphor pointed out by Jing-Schmidt and Peng (2017) and mentioned above. This is precisely because, although it is not used in relation to the anticorrup-

tion campaign – as in Jing-Schmidt and Peng (2017) –, it nonetheless aims to cast a negative light on the consequences of a lack of values in youth: “young people should ‘button right’ in the early days of their life” (Xi Jinping 2014b, 192) implying that ‘core socialist values’ should be inculcated in the mind of people since youth.  

Promoting these common values is also the link between the expressions zuìdà gōngyuē shù 最大公约数 ‘greatest common denominator’ (Xi Jinping 2014, 168) and zǒng kāiguān 总开关 ‘main switch’ (Xi Jinping 2017a, 44) which, apparently, do not have anything in common and do not share the same domain. However, considering in the linguistic contexts in which they are used, it appears that both are meant to lay emphasis on uniting values within the Party and in today’s China at large. ‘Greatest common denominator’ is another metaphor employed in the speech at Peking University for the anniversary of the May Fourth Movement in 2014, while ‘main switch’ addressed to Party’s members at the ceremony marking the ninety-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the CPC.

我国是一个有着 1.3 亿多人口、56 个民族的大国, 确立反映全国各族人民共同认同的价值观 ‘最大公约数’, 使全体人民同心同德, 团结奋进, 关乎国家前途命运, 关乎人民幸福安康。 (Xi Jinping 2014, 168)  
China is a big country with 1.3 billion people and fifty-six ethnic groups. Upon the recognition of the values with the ‘greatest common denominator’ by the people of all ethnic groups, they work with one heart and one mind to strive in unity. (Xi Jinping 2014b, 187)

However, although both metaphors, ‘greatest common denominator’ and ‘main switch’, are meant to set values at the center of the socio-political agenda, there is a slight difference in the way in which they perform their functions within the party and within Chinese society. In the first case, that is in the speech addressed to the Party, the ethical dimension of individual Party’s members and officials is stressed, by saying měi yī míng dǎngyuán gànbù 每一名党员干部 ‘each Party’s member and officials’ instead of, for instance, simply dǎngyuán gànbù 党员干部 ‘Party’s members and officials’.

In the second case, ‘greatest common denominator’ wants to merge values by creating a collective identity embodied in ‘the people of all
ethnic groups’. Indeed, among the many terms used to designate the Chinese general population—lǎobǎixìng 老百姓 ‘common people’, rénmín 人民 ‘people’, qúnzhòng 群众 ‘masses’, gōngzhòng 公众 ‘public’, gōngmín 公民 ‘citizens’—Xi chooses the one which carries a specific political connotation. All these expressions are by no means ‘neutral’ words and forms (Bakhtin 1981, 293), but rather they belong to the languages of diverse social groups, carrying the nuances of different professions, generations, political tendencies and viewpoints. For the word ‘people’, during the Mao era, it used to designate the members of those social classes that zànchéng, yǒnghù hé cānjiā 赞成、拥护和参加 ‘support, uphold and participate in’ (Wei Chuanguang 2016, 40) the construction of the socialist system, as opposed to the dírén 敌人 ‘enemies’. It goes without saying that, although in the aftermath of reforms and opening up it has been seen as a synonym of citizen, ‘people’ still carries positive connotations and a strong political ‘taste’.

The political ‘taste’ (Bakhtin 1981, 293) of ‘the people’ is even stronger in a context in which ‘the people’ should be, according to Xi, the referential object for literature and arts:

人民既是历史的创造者、也是历史的见证者, 既是历史的剧中人、也是历史的剧作者。文艺要反映好人民心声, 就要坚持为人民服务、为社会主义服务这个根本方向。(Xi Jinping 2017a, 314)

The people are both the creators and observers of history, and both its protagonists and playwright.

This is an extract of Xi’s speech at the Forum on Literature and Art held in Beijing on 15 October 2014. The metaphors jù zhōng rén 剧中人 ‘protagonists’ and jù zuòzhě 剧作者 ‘playwright’ are meant to outline the political function of literature and art. Both in content and language, Xi’s words evoke Mao Zedong’s discourse at the Yan’an Forum, during which the Great Helmsman outlined the functions of art and literature as serving the people and pointed out that artists and writers must represent the everyday life of the working and peasant masses (Mao Zedong 1942). On one hand, Mao’s call for revolution has been replaced by Xi’s stress on the realization of the ‘great rebirth of Chinese nation’; on the other hand, it remains the central task of art and literature to serve the people and socialism. For the aims of this research it is worth noting that, although the two metaphors signaled by inverted commas, i.e. ‘protagonists’ and ‘playwrights’, were not used by Mao Zedong in his speech in 1942, chuàng-
zào zhě 'creators’ directly quotes Mao’s term, when he defined the people as zhège rénlèi shìjì de chuàngzào zhě ‘creators of the history of the human world’ (Mao Zedong 1942), and the two expressions wèi rénmín fúwù ‘serve the people’ and wèi shèhuì zhǔyì fúwù ‘serve socialism’ leave no doubt about the political tones of Xi Jinping’s words. In this case, therefore, metaphors are indirectly connected to the goal of ‘unifying values’ in today’s China.

6 Conclusion: the Ideological Implications of Xi Jinping’s Use of Creative Metaphors

This study attempted at analyzing the ideological implications of ‘creative metaphors’ in the discourse of the Chinese dream as used by Xi Jinping in his political speeches. In particular, it has found that, first, a call to restore discipline and morality within the Party as well as unifying values within China’s borders at large is the common thread linking various metaphors that apparently do not share any traits. In this way, these creative metaphors set the agenda in today’s Chinese politics and society. More specifically, some metaphors are used to define the problem and trigger an evaluation of it, while others are mainly employed to propose a solution. Second, some of those metaphors that are seen as original and a feature of ‘Xi’s language style’ are by no means new in Chinese political discourse. This is the case, in particular, of animals, disease and slovenly metaphors, which can all be traced back to the Maoist era. However, it is worth pointing out that Xi’s use of Mao’s language is much more a matter of auctoritas, rather than a coming back of Maoist China. This consideration is for two reasons: first, today’s Party-state, the Chinese society and China’s international relations are completely different from those of Mao’s era, and hence metaphors necessarily acquire a different meaning. Second, even though these metaphors are used for the same purposes as in Mao’s talks, especially revitalizing morality among Party’s members, Mao’s legacy is not undermining Beijing’s approach to economic development. So, as Golden (2015) compellingly argues, “perhaps Xi is ‘talking the Mao talk’ but ‘walking the Deng walk’” (4). One of the aims of ‘talking Mao’s words’ may be just safeguarding ‘Deng’s walk’ from the extreme left-wing voices inside the Party and in the PRC at large – the so-called neo-Maoist – who are particularly critical of economic reforms and market economy.

For the ideological implications of these creative metaphors, the analysis is multilayered, since it needs to take into account not merely the ideologies conveyed by metaphors per se, but also those sustained by the publications focusing on Xi Jinping’s political communication. For the first level of analysis, it may be useful to move from van Dijk’s definition of ideology, according to which ideology functions
Metaphors are a way of doing things by manipulating the socio-cognitive interface. They can do so by changing the perspective when looking at an issue that people have in mind. For instance, the disease metaphors directly attach a negative evaluation to something.

However, in the case of Xi Jinping’s use of these metaphors, the action performed by metaphors is two-pronged and not limited to the framing actions performed by metaphors per se. The second action made by these ‘creative metaphors’ is a passive one, since they are re-framed as being ‘new’ with the aim of making evident the originality of Xi’s political communication and therefore of his governmental style. This process of re-framing is the same one that the concept of the Chinese dream went through: starting from being framed as a goal pursued by the whole country, the Chinese dream has then been conceived as a political ideology and therefore as a tool to bring together the different parts of today’s Chinese society.

This process of re-framing leads to the second level of ideological analysis. The publications on creative metaphors, as well as on other rhetorical devices mentioned above aiming at highlighting the originality of Xi Jinping’s language style underpin a kind of charismatic-leader centred ideology: Xi has become both the political speaker and an object of study. In this way, he has become imbued with a special authority, by means of moulding his image as ‘a man of the people’, more specifically ‘the man’ who leads the country towards its rejuvenation.

In conclusion, entering into the debate on agency, Duranti (2004) suggests that a type of agency performed by language which is often overlooked is ‘ego-affirming’: “it is language per se as a human faculty rather than the meaning of its words that is sufficient for agency as ego-affirming to be at work” (Duranti 2004, 455). That is, the simple fact of speaking, independently from what has been actually said, is a form of action: “language already does something by being, before doing” (emphasis in the original) (Duranti 2004, 455). Applying this aspect of agency to Xi Jinping, it can be said that the kind of agency performed by publications around Xi’s political communication is ‘authoritative-affirming’: it does not matter what meaning is conveyed in these publications focusing on Xi’s speeches, the very fact of being collected is a form of action.
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